






















Chef Yu Bi and Dr. Lei, originally from China,
met at Florida International University on
107th Ave in SW Miami, where they bonded
over their shared love for food and dreamed of
opening a home-style Asian restaurant together.

Years passed, they got married and settled into
a home near the FIU campus on 107th Ave,
where they shared their dreams and aspirations.

Fueled by their passion and determination, Chef
Yu Bi and Dr. Lei finally opened 107 Taste,
located on 107th Ave, close to FIU. The name
"107 Taste" is a tribute to the road that
brought them together. Their goal is to share
their passion for Asian cuisine with the South
Florida community, which they proudly call
home for life.

For Chef Yu Bi and Dr. Lei, 107 Taste is more
than just a business venture; it symbolizes their
love and journey as immigrants. They also
opened a different restaurant brand called
Cajun Boil. A place where people from all walks
of life can come together and enjoy a meal made
with love.

Their journey serves as a reminder that anything
is possible with hard work, determination, and
love.

Indulge in the
heartwarming flavors of

homemade-style
Asian cuisine

Chef Yu Bi and Dr. Lei founded 107 Taste, bringing
their passion for food and hospitality to life, creating
an unforgettable dining experience for all.

Inspired by her grandmother's unbeatable recipes,
Chef Yu Bi uses traditional Asian flavors and cooking
techniques to transport South Florida to an authentic
dinner in an Asian home. 

Her grandmother, Yuanfang Pu
was a recognized chef in China
in the 1960s, and Chef Yu's
dedication to her craft started
from a young age when she
began cooking for her friends
and family.

At 107 Taste, we treat our guests like friends and
family, providing a pleasant dining experience is our
top priority.

"A Bite of Asia" is not just our slogan but our mission.
Visit any of our locations in Miami Lakes, Plantation,
FIU, Coral Gables, and Brickell to experience
authentic Asian cuisine.

Why is 107 Taste
our name?

An immigrant love story


